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Abstract—Causal feature selection has received increasing attention in recent years. However, the state-of-the-art causal feature

selection algorithms use the conditional independence tests, which require enumerating conditioning sets, leading to an exponential

increase in computational complexity along with an increase in feature space. To address this problem, in this paper, we theoretically

analyze the unique performance of causal features in mutual information, and propose a novel Causal Feature Selection algorithm

using Mutual Information, called CFS-MI. Specifically, CFS-MI separately instantiates the pairwise comparison of mutual information in

two stages to reduce computational complexity, and thus improves the efficiency on high-dimensional data. Extensive experiments on 5

benchmark Bayesian networks and 16 real-world datasets validate that CFS-MI has comparable accuracy compared to 7 state-of-the-

art causal feature selection algorithms, while presenting more superior computational efficiency.

Index Terms—Causal feature selection, mutual information, Markov blanket

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CAUSAL feature selection aims to identify the Markov
blanket (MB) of a class variable to improve the robust-

ness and explanatory capability of predictive models [1],
[2], [3]. Under the faithfulness assumption, the MB of a tar-
get variable in a Bayesian network (BN) is unique and con-
sists of its parents (direct causes), children (direct effects),
and spouses (other parents of these children), which repre-
sents the local causal relationships of the variable, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1a. Since all other features are probabilistically
independent of a class variable conditioned on its MB, the
MB of the class variable is the optimal and minimal feature
subset with maximum predictivity for classification [4], [5].

Existing causal feature selection algorithms can be divided
into two categories: simultaneous and divide-and-conquer
algorithms [6]. The simultaneous algorithms discover parents,
children (PC), and spouses of a target variable simultaneously,
using the MB as a conditioning set. The accuracy of simulta-
neous algorithms is relatively low for the insufficient data

samples; thus, it is difficult to apply them in practice [7]. To
improve the accuracy of MB discovery with limited data, the
divide-and-conquer algorithms have divided the MB discov-
ery into PC and spouses discovery which have been widely
discussed. However, as shown in Fig. 1b, the existing divide-
and-conquer algorithms use enumerating conditioning sets in
PC discovery, requiring numerous conditional independence
tests, leading to a generally exponential computational com-
plexity [8]. Consequently, the state-of-the-art causal feature
selection algorithms have high computational costs or even
unacceptable time consumption when high-dimensional data
are encountered [6]. However, feature selection is applied to
high-dimensional data as a data dimensionality reduction
technique to reduce computational costs [9], [10]. Although
causal feature selection improves the interpretability of pre-
diction models, the original intention of the state-of-the-art
causal feature selection algorithms is contrary to the purpose
that feature selection can reduce dimensionality on high-
dimensional data. Thus, we hope to design a low-complexity
causal feature selection algorithm to solve the time challenge
whenhigh-dimensional data are encountered.

Mutual information refers to the strength of the relation-
ship between two variables [11], [12]. The closer the relation-
ship between them, the larger the quantity of the mutual
information, and the more likely an edge is to connect [9].
Because of the symmetry and probabilistic correlation of
mutual information [9], it can not onlymeasure the correlation
between two variables, but also filter redundant relationships
between the variables (i.e., non-causal features [10]) through
pairwise comparison of mutual information regarding differ-
ent variables without enumerating the conditioning set [13].

Thus, to address this challenging issue, we propose a
light approach that uses mutual information for causal fea-
ture selection. The main contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows:

� We theoretically analyze the mutual information rela-
tionships between the target variable and its PC of
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each variable in PC, and between the target variable
and its spouses, and thus use pairwise comparisons
instead of enumerating conditioning sets to measure
the relationships between variables.

� We propose CFS-MI, the first Causal Feature Selec-
tion algorithm using Mutual Information. Based on
our analysis, CFS-MI uses mutual information to
identify the MB of the class variable, reducing the
computational complexity from exponential to qua-
dratic through pairwise comparisons.

� We conduct the experiments on five benchmark BNs
and sixteen real-world datasets to show that CFS-MI
has comparable accuracy, but significantly better
efficiency than seven state-of-the-art causal feature
selection algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 introduces the basic defini-
tions and notations. Section 4 analyzes the mutual informa-
tion and proposes our new algorithm. In Section 5, we
present and discuss the experimental results, and finally
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The dimensional challenges brought by high-dimensional
data exist in datamining andmachine learning, and technolo-
gies at various stages are developed toworkwithhigh-dimen-
sional data [14], [15]. For instance, to deal with the rapid data
growth, the direct data processing technology POCLib (Proc-
essingOnCompression Library) [16] is applied to compressed
high-dimensional data to reduce the time and space pressure
in text analytics and solve the complexity problem caused by
large-scale data. However, the data dimensionality of a large
corpus after text analytics is often high, and the most repre-
sentative text features from the vector representation of text
need to be identified [17]. The most effective method to solve
this problem is by reducing data dimensionality through fea-
ture selection [15]. Feature selection is applied to high-dimen-
sional data as a data dimensionality reduction technique [18],
[19], which selects subsets from the original feature space
without changing the original feature space [20]. Among

them, causal feature selection utilizes BN and MB theory to
identify potential causal relationships, which is more inter-
pretable and robust to prediction models and attracts much
more attention [6]. Many causal feature selection algorithms
have been proposed. According to the framework of these
algorithms, they are divided into two categories, i.e., simulta-
neous and divide-and-conquer algorithms.

The simultaneous algorithms appeared earlier, among
which the Growth-Shrink algorithm (GS) [21] was an earlier
version. GS searches for possible MB during the growth
phase and removes false positive MB during the shrinkage
phase. This approach became the fundamental framework
of many later algorithms. Tsamardinos et al. proposed the
Incremental Association MB (IAMB) [22] to improve the
accuracy of GS by reordering the variables during each iter-
ation. Based on the IAMB, its variants were proposed there-
after, including inter-IAMB [22], Fast-IAMB [23], and
KIAMB [7]. Since these algorithms use the entire MB as a
conditioning set, they are efficient but require exponential
data samples to ensure high accuracy.

To improve the accuracy of small-sized sample data,
divide-and-conquer algorithms have appeared. Min-Max
MB (MMMB) [24] first used the divide-and-conquer strategy
to address this problem. HITON-MB [25] introduced the
interleave concept based on the former. However, neither of
these two approaches can ensure the correct MB in a faithful
BN. Thus, the Parents-and-Children-based MB algorithm
(PCMB) [7] utilizes symmetry checking to ensure that the cor-
rect results can be obtained. Furthermore, Iterative Parent-
Child-based search of MB (IPCMB) [26] improves the former
checking stage and can identify spouses faster. Gao et al.
recently proposed the Simultaneous MB (STMB) [27], which
used the strategy of simultaneous algorithms in spouses dis-
covery and thus has the disadvantages of simultaneous algo-
rithms. By solving this problem, Balanced MB discovery
(BAMB) [8] and Efficient and EffectiveMB discovery (EEMB)
[28] improved the accuracy of small-sized sample data. How-
ever, all existing divide-and-conquer algorithms are based on
enumerating the conditioning sets [29], thus require numer-
ous conditional independence tests, unavoidably leading to
exponential time consumption of computational resources.

In summary, the state-of-the-art causal feature selection
algorithms face the dilemma of high computational com-
plexity. Thus, to avoid unacceptable time consumption of
these causal feature selection algorithms, this paper pro-
poses a light algorithm using a divide-and-conquer strategy
based on mutual information.

3 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

In this section, we will introduce the relevant basic defini-
tions and theorems. Table 1 summarizes the notations used
in this paper.

Definition 1. (Faithfulness) [30]. A BN is presented by a
directed acyclic graph G and a joint probability distribution P
over a variable set U. G is faithful to P iff every conditional
independence present in P is entailed by G and the Markov
condition. Further, P is faithful toG iffG is faithful to P.

Definition 2. (D-separation) [3]. A path p between X and Y
given S � Un {X; Y } is open, iff (1) every collider on p is in S

Fig. 1. (a) In a faithful Bayesian network, the Markov blanket (in blue) of
the target variable T (in black) consists of its parents {A; C}, children
{B; D}, and spouses {E; F }. (b) The conditional independence (CI)
tests are used to identify a true child D in the PC discovery of existing
algorithms. This process requires enumerating the conditioning sets
{A; B; C} from size 0 to 3, and the total number of CI tests is 23. Thus, if
the size of the conditioning set reaches n, the CI tests will be conducted
2n times.
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or has a descendant in S and (2) no other non-colliders on p are
in S. Otherwise, the path p is blocked. X and Y are d-separated
given S iff every path betweenX and Y is blocked by S.

Definition 3. (Information Entropy) [11]. Given a variable X,
where x is a value that X may take, the information entropy of
X is defined as follows:

HðXÞ ¼ �SxP ðxÞlogP ðxÞ: (1)

This value defines the uncertainty of the variable. The
information entropy of X is defined as follows after observ-
ing the value of another variable Y :

HðXjY Þ ¼ �SyP ðyÞSxP ðxjyÞlogP ðxjyÞ: (2)

This value measures the degree of influence of one vari-
able on another variable. However, it is asymmetrical
because it is fixed for each variable and its corresponding
condition. Thus we introduce the following definition of
mutual information.

In Eqs. (1) and (2), P ðx) is the prior probability of X ¼ x
(X takes value x) and P ðxjy) is the posterior probability of
X = x given that Y = y. According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the
mutual information between X and Y is represented by
IðX; Y ), defined as:

IðX;Y Þ ¼ HðXÞ �HðXjY Þ

¼ Sx; yP ðx; yÞlog P ðx; yÞ
P ðxÞP ðyÞ : (3)

As in Eq. (3), the mutual information is defined as the
strength of correlation between two variables (i.e., the weaken-
ing degree of uncertainty for the other variablewhen one of the
variables is known). It is only related to these two variables and
thus has symmetry. The stronger the relationship between the
two variables, the greater themutual information, and this will
measure the correlation between two variables.

According to Eq. (3), the conditional mutual information
betweenX and Y given Z can be defined as follows:

IðX;Y jZÞ ¼ HðXjZÞ �HðXjY;ZÞ

¼ Sz2ZP ðzÞSx2X;y2Y P ðx; yjzÞlog P ðx; yjzÞ
P ðxjzÞP ðyjzÞ : (4)

Referring to the definition of conditional mutual informa-
tion, this value can be understood as the strength of the rela-
tionship between the two variables after a given condition.
Thus, we use conditional mutual information to measure the
correlation between two variables given another variable.

Theorem 1. [31]. Under the faithfulness assumption, forX, Y 2
U, there is an edge between X and Y iff X 6?? Y jS, for
8 S � U n fX; Y g.

Definition 2 and Theorem 1 illustrate that the probability
distributions and edge connections on the BN remain consis-
tent under the faithfulness assumption. They are also the basis
for applying mutual information theory to the BN.

Definition 4. (V-Structure) [3]. The triplet of variables X, Y ,
and Z form a V-structure if Z has two incoming edges from X
and Y , forming X ! Z  Y , and X is not adjacent to Y .
Here,X and Y are each other spouses.

Definition 5. (Strongly relevant feature) [32]. For variableX, Y
is its strongly relevant feature, iff IðX;Y jU n fY gÞ > 0.

Definition 6. (Weakly relevant feature) [32]. For variable X, Y
is its weakly relevant feature, iff IðX;Y jU n fY gÞ ¼ 0 and
9 S � U nfY g such that IðX;Y jSÞ > 0.

Definition 7. (Irrelevant feature) [32]. For variable X, Y is its
irrelevant feature (is irrelevant to X), iff 8 S � U nfY g,
IðX;Y jSÞ ¼ 0.

Theorem 2. [33]. Under the faithfulness assumption, the spouses
of a target variable are included in the strongly relevant fea-
tures of the target.

Theorem 2 indicates that, in a BN, the spouses maintain a
strong relationship with the target that differs from other non-
spouses, and the spouses will be identified, if we can capture
this strong relationship.

Proposition 1 [34]. The joint mutual information meas-
ures information in two random variables X and Y that are
shared with another random variable Z, defined as follows:

IððX;Y Þ;ZÞ ¼ IðX;ZÞ þ IðY ;ZÞ
� IðX;Y Þ þ IðX;Y jZÞ: (5)

Proposition 2 [34]. The interaction information can be
viewed as a measure of the amount of information shared
by multiple random variables. A three-way interaction
information amongX, Y , and Z is defined as follows:

IðX;Y ;ZÞ ¼ IðX;ZÞ � IðX;ZjY Þ
¼ IðY ;ZÞ � IðY ;ZjXÞ
¼ IðX;Y Þ � IðX;Y jZÞ: (6)

Propositions 1 and 2 are two expressions in the chain rule
of mutual information. Furthermore, we use the chain rules
to explore the mutual information form of this strong
relationship.

Proposition 3 [33]. If Y is a spouse of T throughX, i.e.,X
is a child of both Y and T , as shown in Fig. 3a, IððX;Y Þ;T Þ
provides more information than IðY ;T Þ.

Proposition 3 shows that, although a spouse of T is not a
direct cause or a direct effect of T , from the viewpoint of

TABLE 1
Summary of Notations

Symbol Meaning

U a variable set
T;X; Y; Z a variable
t; x; y; z a discrete value that a variable may take
S a conditioning set within U
X?? Y jS X is conditionally independent of Y given S
X 6?? Y jS X is conditionally dependent on Y given S
PCT parents and children of T
SPT spouses of T
j:j the size of a set
d predefined threshold
P ðxÞ the probability ofX ¼ x
HðXjY Þ the information entropy ofX given Y
IðX;Y jZÞ the mutual information betweenX and Y given Z
SUðX;Y Þ a normalized form of IðX;Y Þ
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class-conditional relevancy, it still has a strong relationship
with the target variable.

4 OUR ALGORITHM

In this section, we first discuss spouses of the target variable
and gradually analyze its other causal features in mutual
information, and discover the unique property of the
spouses that differs from other non-causal features (non-
PC). Furthermore, we describe how to identify this property
and introduce the specific implementation details of the
proposed algorithm. Finally, we analyze the complexity of
the proposed algorithm compared to that of the state-of-the-
art algorithms.

4.1 Mutual Information Properties of Causal
Features

In this section, we first formulate the process of building a
PC skeleton for each variable in PC based on mutual infor-
mation. Then, we analyze unique mutual information prop-
erties between class variable and its causal features that
distinguished from other non-causal features.

As shown in Fig. 2, according to the direction between
PC of each variable in PC and other non-PC, the structures
can be simplified into two forms as presented in Figs. 2a
and 2b. Both in Figs. 2a and 2b, the false PC of each variable
in PC, Z, need to be removed to construct the skeleton
T -X-Y . Thus, we propose Theorem 3 to illustrate the mutual
information relationships between the target variable and
its true PC of each variable in PC, to identify the true PC of
each variable in PC.

Theorem 3. In a faithful BN, for T; X; and Y 2 U, T and Y
are not adjacent but connected by X. The mutual information
between T and X is larger than that between T and Y (i.e.,
IðT ;XÞ > IðT ;Y Þ), and that between X and Y is larger than
that between T and Y (i.e., IðX;Y Þ > IðT ;Y Þ).

Proof. For the true positive PC variable of each variable in
PC (e.g., Y in Fig. 2), there is an edge between X and Y ,
and the correlation between X and Y is extremely close
(i.e., IðX;Y Þ > 0). According to Definition 5, Y is a
strongly relevant feature ofX. tu
Similarly, the mutual information between T and X is

greater than zero (i.e., IðT ;XÞ > 0). According to Defini-
tion 5, X is a strongly relevant feature of T . Since no edge

exists between T and Y , regardless of the direction of the
edge between T , X, and Y in Fig. 2, the correlation between
Y and T is not as related as the correlation between X and
Y or between T andX, thus we can conclude that:

IðX;Y Þ > IðT ;Y Þ; IðT ;XÞ > IðT ;Y Þ: (7)

It is clear that, the true PC variable of each variable in PC
has the property that IðT ;XÞ > IðT ;Y Þ and IðX;Y Þ >
IðT ;Y Þ, using this property, the PC of each variable in PC is
identified. &

For Z in Figs. 2a and 2b, since Z does not have a direct edge
withX, it cannot satisfy this relationship in Theorem 3. There-
fore, we use pairwise comparisons to remove false PC of each
variable in PC from non-PCs. Specifically, according to the
mutual information relationships, Y will be identified as true
PC of each variable in PC, IðX;Y Þ > IðT ;Y Þ && I ðT ;XÞ >
IðT ;Y Þ. Further, Z will be removed, IðX;ZÞ � IðT ;ZÞ &&
IðT ;XÞ � IðT ;ZÞ, to construct the skeleton T -X-Y .

After applying Theorem 3 to exclude false PC of each
variable in PC, the true spouses can be identified subse-
quently. As shown in Fig. 3, the direction between the target
variable and its PC of each variable in PC (i.e., the skeleton
T -X-Y ) has four cases in Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d, respec-
tively. Among these four cases, only Fig. 3a is the structure
that we need to identify and save Y as a spouse. Thus, we
propose Theorem 4 to illustrate the unique mutual informa-
tion property between the target variable and its spouses,
which distinguishes them from other non-spouses.

Theorem 4. In a faithful BN, for T; X; and Y 2 U, T and Y
are not adjacent but are connected by X. X will increase the
mutual information between T and Y (i.e., IðT ;Y jXÞ � I
ðT; Y Þ > 0) ifX is a common child of T and Y .

Proof. Given a dataset D comprising a variable set U and
for a variable T 2 U, four structures between T and its PC
of each variable within the PC are shown in Fig. 3 (where
Y 2 U n PC, and X is one of the PC variables connecting
T and Y ). tu
In Fig. 3a, Y is a spouse of T with respect toX. According

to Theorem 1, no edge exists between T and Y , and T ??
Y j ;. Under the faithfulness assumption, we can obtain the
following equation:

P ðt; yÞ ¼ P ðtÞP ðyÞ: (8)

Fig. 2. Two cases of T -X-Y -Z according to the edge direction between Y
and Z are shown in (a) and (b), where T is a target variable, X is the PC
variable of T , Y is another PC variable of X (except T ), and Z is the
non-PC variable of T with no edge to X. According to Theorem 3, using
the mutual information property between the target variable and its PC
of a variable in PC, Z in (a) and (b) will be removed, and the T -X-Y skel-
eton will be constructed.

Fig. 3. Four cases of T -X-Y skeleton according to the edge direction
between these three variables are shown in (a), (b), (c), and (d), where
T is a target variable, X is PC variable of T , and Y is other PC variable
of X except T . According to Theorem 4, using the mutual information
property between the target variable and its spouses, the true spouse Y
in (a) can be discovered and the false spouses Y in (b), (c), and (d) will
be removed.
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Bringing equation (7) into the definition of mutual infor-
mation (i.e., Eq. (3)), the mutual information between T and
Y can be expressed as:

IðT ;Y Þ ¼ St; yP ðt; yÞlog P ðt; yÞ
P ðtÞP ðyÞ

¼ 0: (9)

After obtaining the result of Eq. (8), in Fig. 3a, the mutual
information between T and Y is maintained as 0. After the
variable X (common child of T and Y ) is given, the depen-
dence relationship between T and Y changes according to
the d-separation (i.e., T 6?? Y j X). According to the chain
rule of mutual information (Eq. (6) in Proposition 2),
IðT ;X;Y Þ ¼ IðT ;Y Þ � IðT ;Y jXÞ ¼ I ðT ;XÞ � IðT ;XjY Þ ¼
IðX;Y Þ � IðX;Y jT Þ, and we can conclude that:

IðT ;Y jXÞ ¼ IðX;Y jT Þ � IðX;Y Þ þ IðT ;Y Þ: (10)

From the above analysis, IðT ;Y Þ ¼ 0, and in terms of
Eq. (5) in Proposition 1 , we can obtain IðX;Y jT Þ �
IðX;Y Þ ¼ IððX;Y Þ;T Þ � IðX;T Þ. According to Proposition
3, IððX; Y Þ;T Þ provides more information than IðX;T Þ (i.e.,
IððX; Y Þ;T Þ � IðX;T Þ > 0). Therefore, the result of this
equation is as follows:

IðX;Y jT Þ � IðX;Y Þ
¼ IððX; Y Þ;T Þ � IðX;T Þ > 0: (11)

Combining the value of Eq. (10) and IðT ;Y Þ ¼ 0,
IðT ;Y jXÞ is equivalent to the following form:

IðT ;Y jXÞ ¼ IðX;Y jT Þ � IðX;Y Þ þ IðT ;Y Þ
¼ IððX;Y Þ;T Þ � IðX;T Þ > 0: (12)

In Fig. 3a, the conditional mutual information between T
and Y changes after given X. Here, T and Y perform a
closer relationship.

Combining the results of Eqs. (8) and (11), we obtain the
following conclusion: when X is a common child of T and
Y , the mutual information after a given X is greater than
that given an empty set.

IðT ;Y jXÞ > IðT ;Y j;Þ: (13)

From Eq. (12), in Fig. 3a, it is clear that from the informa-
tion-theoretic perspective, X provides more information for
T and Y as the conditioning set.

Thus far, we have illustrated an unequal relationship for
true positive spouses where other situations occur in other
features. As shown in Fig. 3, three cases also exist between
the target and its PC of each variable within the PC that are
(b), (c), and (d), denoting the descendant, ancestor, and sib-
ling node, respectively. All three situations are the same in
the d-separation and thus are combined for illustration.

For Definition 2, after a given X, T ?? Y j X, and com-
bined with the faithfulness assumption, we can obtain
P ðt; yjxÞ ¼ P ðtjxÞP ðyjxÞ. According to the definition of
mutual information, the mutual information between T and
Y givenX is as follows:

IðT ;Y jXÞ
¼ Sx2XP ðxÞSt2T;y2Y P ðt; yjxÞlog 1 ¼ 0: (14)

In line with Proposition 2, IðT ;Y j;Þ � IðT ;Y jXÞ ¼
IðT ;X;Y Þ, therefore IðT ;Y j;Þ � IðT ;X;Y Þ ¼ 0. We can
determine from the definition of mutual information,
IðT ;X;Y Þ � 0. For the three cases in Figs. 3b, 3c, and 3d, X
is a non-collider, we can conclude that:

IðT ;Y j;Þ � IðT ;Y jXÞ: (15)

Following Eq. (13), independency remains between T
and Y after given X. From Eq. (14), in Figs. 3b, 3c, and 3d,
from the information-theoretic perspective, X is a condi-
tional set that makes the relationship between T and Y inde-
pendent, that is, T 6?? Y j ; , T ?? Y jX, and IðT ;Y jXÞ �
IðT ;Y j;Þ. In these three cases, the performance of mutual
information is entirely different from that of true spouses.

Therefore, we analyze the mutual information between
the target variable and its true positive spouses from causal
features, and analyze the mutual information of the corre-
sponding PC in an interspersed pattern. Finally, we con-
clude that the mutual information between the target
variable and its spouses, given a common child, is greater
than the given empty set. &

In summary, Theorem 3 first removes the false PC of each
variable in PC to construct the skeleton, and then Theorem 4
is used to identify the spouses from this skeleton. Based on
Theorems 3 and 4, we use pairwise comparisons to replace
enumerating conditional sets to identify causal features. The
following section introduces our algorithm in detail.

4.2 Algorithm Implementation

Based on the above analysis, we demonstrated the theoreti-
cal correctness and feasibility of our concept. Thus, we pro-
pose a light algorithm, CFS-MI, that separately instantiates
the pairwise comparison of mutual information in the PC
and spouses discovery, thereby identifying the causal fea-
tures without enumerating the conditioning sets. As shown
in Algorithm 1, CFS-MI has two phases: Phase 1 (lines 2–15)
uses the normalized form of mutual information to discover
the PC, whereas Phase 2 (lines 17–26) uses mutual informa-
tion to discover spouses. The specific phases of the CFS-MI
algorithm are as follows:

Phase 1 (lines 2–15). It obtains all PC of the target variable.
We first calculate SU (a normalized form of mutual informa-
tion) between the target variable and all other variables(i.e.,
SUðX;T Þ,X 2 U n fTg), and place them in descending order
(line 5). Then, we remove the variables where the values of
SU are below the predefined d (SU of true positive PC is
greater than d). According to the property in which the
mutual information between the PC of the target and their
PC (except the target variable) is greater than that between
the target variable and the PC of each variable within the PC
(i.e., SUðX;Y Þ > SUðT ;Y Þ), we compare these two numbers
to identify the true positive PC variables (line 10).

Phase 2 (lines 17–26). It traverses the set of candidate
spouses obtained in Phase 1. First, according to Theorem 3
(line 19), we confirm whether the SU between A and B is
larger than that between T and B, and whether the
SU between T and A is also larger than that between T and
B (i.e., SUðA;BÞ > SUðT ;BÞ && SUðT ;AÞ > SUðT ;BÞ).
Thus, we remove many false PC of each variable in PC in
this manner. If the condition is satisfied, we continue
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calculating the mutual information relationships between T
and B given A (the corresponding PC) and an empty set. If
the former is larger, according to Theorem 4 (line 20), we
can assert that B is a spouse of T with respect to A. Combin-
ing the results of Phases 2 and 1, we finally obtain the MB of
the target variable.

Algorithm 1. CFS-MI

Input: T : target; D: dataset ; d: predefined threshold
Output: ½PCT , SPT �: Markov blanket of T
1: /*Phase 1 : PC discovery in mutual information*/
2: S ¼ ;
3: for each X 2 U n fTg do
4: if SUðX;T Þ > d then
5: S ¼ S [ fXg in descending order
6: end
7: end
8: forX 2 S do
9: for Y 2 S n fXg do
10: if SUðX;Y Þ > SUðY ;T Þ then
11: S ¼ S n fY g
12: end
13: end
14: end
15: PCT ¼ S;
16: /*Phase 2 : SP discovery in mutual information*/
17: for each A 2 PCT do
18: for each B 2 U n S do
19: if SUðA;BÞ > SUðT ;BÞ && SUðT ;AÞ > SUðT ;BÞ

then
20: if IðT ;BjAÞ > IðT ;Bj;Þ then
21: SPT ¼ SPT [ fBg
22: end
23: end
24: end
25: end
26: Return ½PCT ; SPT �;

4.3 Algorithm Complexity Analysis

This section conducts a comprehensive evaluation of the
complexity of the algorithm, including analyzing computa-
tional and space complexities.

4.3.1 Computational Complexity

We now analyze the computational complexity of CFS-MI
before conducting an empirical study. The main time over-
head is computing the relationship between two variables
in the causal feature selection algorithms. Thus, we use the
computations of mutual information as meta-computations
to analyze the computational complexity of the proposed
CFS-MI algorithm.

For the proposed CFS-MI, in the PC discovery phase,
CFS-MI first adds all variables that their mutual information
with the target variable are larger than the threshold to S.
Then, it traverses S and identifies true PC variables by pair-
wise comparisons. During this process, traversing S
requires two layers: the outer layer aims to identify true PC
variables, jPCj times, and the inner layer aims to remove
false PC variables, jUj � jPCj times. Moreover, the mutual
information (SU is the normalized form of mutual

information) is only calculated twice and compared with
each other. Thus, the computational complexity of the PC
discovery phase can be expressed as O(2ðjUj � jPCjÞjPCj)
=O(jUjjPCj). In the spouses discovery phase, CFS-MI identi-
fies the spouses of the target variable from non-PC variables
by pairwise comparisons given different conditioning
sets. Identifying the spouses also requires two layers during
this process. The out layer needs to traverse the PC varia-
bles, jPCj times. Meanwhile, the inner layer needs to tra-
verse the non-PC variables, and the specific mutual
information calculation times are separated between a vari-
able in PC and that in non-PC, jUj times, between the target
variable and a variable in non-PC, jUj times, between the
target variable and a variable in PC, jUj times, and between
the target variable and a variable in non-PC given a corre-
sponding PC variable, jUj times. Thus, the computational
complexity of the spouses discovery phase can be expressed
as O(jPCjð4jUjÞ)=O(jPCjjUj). In summary, the overall
computational complexity of the CFS-MI algorithm is O
(jPCjjUjþ jUjjPCjÞ ¼ O( jUjjPCj).

Table 2 presents the computational complexity of seven
state-of-the-art causal feature selection algorithms and CFS-
MI. We can observe that CFS-MI has the optimal computa-
tional complexity, whereas the other divide-and-conquer
algorithms generally have an exponential computational
complexity due to enumerating conditioning sets.

4.3.2 Space Complexity

In this section, we analyze the space complexity of the pro-
posed algorithm. The space complexity analysis will take
the maximum temporary memory space saved by the run-
ning algorithms as the unit space.

For the proposed algorithm CFS-MI, the size of jUjmem-
ory space is first needed to store the mutual information
between the target and other variables. Then, that of jPCj
memory space is required to store the true PC identified
through pairwise comparisons in the PC discovery phase.
Thus, the space complexity of CFS-MI in the PC discovery
phase can be expressed as O(jUj þ jPCj). In the spouses dis-
covery phase, CFS-MI identifies all true spouses for each var-
iable in PC from non-PCs. During this process, the first
round of pairwise comparisons aims to build the skeleton of
PC for each variable in the PC, and newmemory space is not
required. The second round of pairwise comparisons identi-
fies the true spouses, which needs to calculate the mutual
information and compare with each other, and newmemory
space is also not required. After two rounds of comparisons,

TABLE 2
Computational Complexity of CFS-MI and Com-

parison Algorithms

Algorithm Computational Complexity

MMMB O(jUjjPCj2jPCj)
HITON-MB O(jUjjPCj2jPCj)
PCMB O(jUjjPCj22jPCj)
IPCMB O(jUjjPCj2jUj)
STMB O(jUj2jUj)
BAMB O(jUj2jPCj)
EEMB O(jUj2jPCj)
CFS-MI O(jUjjPCj)
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when a non-PC variable is identified as a spouse, we add it to
the spouse set and store it temporarily, and the size of jSPj
memory space is needed. Thus, the space complexity of CFS-
MI in the spouse discovery phase can be expressed as O
(jSPj). In summary, the totally space complexity of CFS-MI
can be expressed as O(jUj þ jPCjþ jSPj)= O(jUj þ jMBj).

Table 3 shows the space complexity of CFS-MI and its
comparison algorithms, jSepj is the size of memory space
that need to save the separating sets of the target variable
and other variables. From Table 3, we can observe that CFS-
MI has evident advantages over other algorithms regarding
space complexity due to it does not save the separating sets.

5 EXPERIMENTS

To validate the accuracy and efficiency of the CFS-MI algo-
rithm, we compared it with seven state-of-the-art algo-
rithms on five benchmark BNs and sixteen real-world
datasets. They are HITON-MB [25], MMMB [24], PCMB [7],
IPCMB [26], STMB [27], BAMB [8], and EEMB [28]. The
existing MATLAB package Causal Learner1 has imple-
mented all comparison algorithms, and thus we used MAT-
LAB to implement CFS-MI and compared it with other
comparison algorithms in this package [35]. In CFS-MI, the
value of d is predefined and taken as 0.05, in Section 5.3, we
have analyzed this value. All experiments were conducted
on Windows 10 running on a computer with an Intel Core
i7-4790 CPU and 16 GB of RAM.

5.1 Benchmark BN Datasets

Since causal feature selection is to discover the MB of a class
variable, andMB is a critical substructure of BN representing
local causal relationships, the algorithms are first applied on
the datasets generated based on benchmark BNs for MB dis-
covery. The structures of these benchmark BNs are known,
and the MB of a node in BN is also known as a substructure.
Thus,wecomparedtheMBselectedbythealgorithmswiththe
known substructureMBof BN to evaluate theperformance of
the algorithms. We used two groups of data from the five
benchmark BNs [36] as shown in Table 4. The two groups
includetendatasetseachwith500and1000datainstances.The
conditional independence test that the other seven rivals use
the G2 test at the 0.01 significance level. The detailed results
are shown in Table 1 in the Appendix, which can be found on
the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.

ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2022.3218786, and
bestresultsarehighlightedinboldfaceinthetables.

In the BN experiments, we evaluate the algorithms using
the accuracy and efficiency. For accuracy, since the purpose
of the causal feature selection algorithms aim to discover
the MB of each variable on the BN datasets, we use
the known substructure MB of BN as evaluation criteria.
We can identify whether the variable is a true positive, false
positive, true negative or false negative type. Thus, we can
obtain the metric of Precision, Recall and the their compre-
hensive form, F1. For efficiency, we evaluate the algorithms
using the critical metric, running time. The details of the
metrics are described as follows:

� Accuracy. F1=2 * precision * recall / (precision +
recall). Precision denotes the number of true positives
in the output (i.e., the features in the output of an
algorithm belonging to the true MB of a given target
in a test DAG) divided by the total number of features
in the output of the algorithm. Recall represents the
number of true positives in the output divided by the
number of true positives (the number of true MB of a
given target) in a test DAG. The F1 score is the har-
monic average of precision and recall, where F1 = 1 is
the best case (perfect precision and recall) and F1 = 0
is the worst case.

� Efficiency. We measure the efficiency of an algorithm
using runtime. Runtime is the average time in sec-
onds to discover the MB for each variable in BN.

For each algorithm, we report the average F1, precision,
recall, and runtime. In Table 1 from the Appendix, available
in the online supplemental material, the results represent
each network for different sample sizes and are shown in
the format of A�B, where A represents the average F1, pre-
cision, recall, or runtime, and B is the standard deviation.

CFS-MI achieved the best time efficiency on 5/5 datasets,
regardless of whether the dataset size was 500 or 1000. On
the Mildew dataset, CFS-MI is the most accurate in terms of
the F1 metric and runtime. On the Barley dataset, the accu-
racy of CFS-MI is second only to EEMB, and the gap is con-
trolled within 0.02, but CFS-MI is much faster (over 48 times
faster) than EEMB. PCMB cannot obtain the correct PC on
the first two datasets, and its accuracy is zero, which can be
considered invalid data. On the Pigs and Gene datasets,
CFS-MI is also the fastest. Regarding accuracy, as these two
datasets are relatively regular, PCMB and IPCMB can obtain
the best result because of their symmetry check. Except for
them, CFS-MI remains the most accurate algorithm. On the
Link dataset, CFS-MI is the most accurate algorithm for 500
data samples and has accuracy comparable to that of

TABLE 3
Space Complexity of CFS-MI and Comparison Algorithms

Algorithm Space Complexity

MMMB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jPCj2 þ jMBj)
HITON-MB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jPCj2 þ jMBj)
PCMB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jPCj2 þ jMBj)
IPCMB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jPCj2 þ jMBj)
STMB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jMBj)
BAMB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jMBj)
EEMB O(jPCj þ jSepjjUj þ jMBj)
CFS-MI O(jUj þ jMBj)

TABLE 4
Summary of Benchmark BN Datasets

Num. Num. Max In/Out- Min/Max Domain

Network Vars Edges Degree j PCset j Range

Mildew 35 46 3/3 1/5 3-100
Barley 48 84 4/5 1/8 2-67
Pigs 441 592 2/39 1/41 3-3
Link 724 1125 3/14 0/17 2-4
Gene 801 972 4/1 0/11 3-5

1. The codes of CFS-MI and all comparison algorithms in Causal
Learner are available at http://bigdata.ahu.edu.cn/causal-learner
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HITON-MB, MMMB, and IPCMB. The number of edges of
the Link network is over 1000; thus, the relationship
between variables is the most complicated, as both PCMB
and BAMB ran for over 24 h on the Link dataset, and we
use ’-’ to present this invalid result.

It would be interesting to compare the two algorithms in
terms of both time efficiency and accuracy simultaneously
as one algorithm may choose to sacrifice structure learning
quality to enhance computational efficiency, while another
algorithm may sacrifice time efficiency for the possibility of
increasing structure learning quality. Therefore, to show the
experimental results more intuitively, according to data
instances, we have normalized the logarithm of F1 and run-
ning time in two figures, respectively (i.e., left and right of
Fig. 4). Fig. 4 illustrates the results of the normalized time
versus the normalized F1 for the two groups of datasets
with sample sizes of 500 and 1000, respectively. Table 2
from the Appendix, available in the online supplemental
material details the normalized running time and F1. Nor-
malized F1 or running time is the value of F1 or running
time of each algorithm for a particular data sample size and
network divided by the F1 or running time of CFS-MI on
the same sample size and network. In Table 2 from the
Appendix, available in the online supplemental material, a
normalized running time over 1.00 implies that an algo-
rithm is slower than CFS-MI, while a normalized F1 below
1.00 implies that an algorithm is worse than CFS-MI.

Therefore, the values corresponding to CFS-MI in Table 2
from theAppendix, available in the online supplemental mate-
rial are all 1.00. After the normalized calculation, the results of
other algorithms are also shown. Considering F1, we have
achieved better results on most datasets, only a few values are
greater than 1.00, but all are less than 1.10. In terms of time, we
can observe that the values of all other algorithms after normal-
ization are greater than 1.00, theminimum is 1.50, and themax-
imum is 12681.00, demonstrating the excellent performance of
our algorithm in time consumption.

Each point in Fig. 4 denotes the performance in terms of the
two metrics of a given algorithm on learning one of the five
benchmark BNs and one-to-one correspondence with each
item in normalized Table 2 from the Appendix, available in
the online supplemental material. Since we use a normalized
method to evaluate the CFS-MI, the performance of CFS-MI
always falls on point (1,1), and is therefore not indicated in
the figures. Two horizontal and vertical lines in Fig. 4 repre-
sent the basis of CFS-MI in time consumption and F1.

As shown in Fig. 4, there are no points in the gray area,
indicating that no algorithms outperform CFS-MI in terms
of both running time and F1. In terms of F1, CFS-MI is
extremely competitive with the other algorithms in most
cases, and no algorithm is faster than CFS-MI. PCMB cannot
obtain the correct result on the Mildew and Barley datasets,
and thus two points fall in the position where F1 equals to
0.0. For most datasets, the other algorithms are slower and
have lower accuracy. Although there are only a few points
on the right of CFS-MI in Fig. 4, all of them are controlled
below a factor of 1.10 compared to the results of CFS-MI,
indicating that the accuracy of CFS-MI is comparable.

In summary, it can be seen that, compared to the other
algorithms, the accuracy of the CFS-MI algorithm is compet-
itive or at worst, the error margins remain within 10% of
each other. However, the time consumption of CFS-MI is
less than that of all the above algorithms. This is because we
use pair comparison of mutual information to conduct MB
discovery instead of enumerating the conditioning sets, and
the original exponential computational complexity can be
reduced to quadratic complexity. The results on these five
BN datasets illustrate that CFS-MI is both time-efficient and
accurate and is a light algorithm that outperforms all other
comparison algorithms.

5.2 Real-World Datasets

Since the MB of the class variable is the optimal and mini-
mal feature subset with maximum predictivity for classifica-
tion, causal feature selection uses the MB of a class variable
to perform causality-based feature selection. Moreover, the
real-world classification datasets are used for classification
tasks and do not have corresponding BN structures, and the
MB of the class variable is unknown in advance. Thus, we
apply the algorithms on the real-world datasets to identify
the MB of class variable as causal features and use these fea-
tures combined with classifiers for classification to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms further. In this section,
we test the algorithms on 16 real-world datasets in Table 5
with dimensions ranging from low to high. The Wine, Con-
gress, Soy, Krvskp, Splice, Seme, Lymph, Gisette, Breast-
cancer, Dexter, and Dorothea are UCI machine learning
databases [37], the Hiva is a WCCI2006 functional predic-
tion challenge dataset, the Leukemia and Lungcancer are
two frequently studied public microarray datasets [38], and
the Colon, and Ovarian [39] are biological datasets.

Fig. 4. Normalized runtime versus normalized F1 with 500 (left) and 1000 (right) data samples on benchmark BNs.
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In the real-world experiments, we also evaluate the algo-
rithms using accuracy and efficiency. For accuracy, the MB
of a class variable cannot be known in advance, thus, we
use the selected MB as the causal features combined with
two classifiers, KNN and SVM, for classification and use
KNN and SVM to mark the classification accuracy as the
evaluation metrics respectively. Moreover, fewer features
selected can better reflect the result of causal feature selec-
tion with comparable accuracy; thus, an additional accuracy
metric Compactness is used to mark the number of selected
features. For efficiency, we also report the running time of
algorithms, and Tests is used to mark the number of tests to
further illustrate the efficiency of the algorithms. The details
of the metrics are described as follows:

� Accuracy. Compactness is the number of selected fea-
tures. Prediction accuracy is the percentage of the
correctly classified test instances that were previ-
ously unseen. We report both compactness and pre-
diction accuracy of the KNN and SVM classifiers as
the accuracy measures of the various algorithms.

� Efficiency. We report conditional independence tests
and runtime as the efficiency metric of the different
algorithms. Since the meta-computations of CFS-MI
are calculating the mutual information that varies
from its rivals, we use tests to unified evaluate of all
algorithms. Runtime is the average time in seconds
to find the MB for class variable.

In Table 3 from the Appendix, available in the online
supplemental material, we summarize the feature selection
results by the different algorithms. The results are shown in
the format of A�B, where A represents the accuracy, com-
pactness, or runtime, and B is the corresponding standard
deviation.

The experimental results show that the prediction accu-
racy of CFS-MI is better or comparable that of other algo-
rithms using KNN and SVM. The lower accuracy of CFS-MI
is generally 2% lower than that of the best algorithm and no
more than 6% lower. Regarding time efficiency, CFS-MI is
much faster (most results have a tenfold increase in time)
than other algorithms on five datasets. On the Wine and Soy

datasets that are low-dimensional, but large sample-to-fea-
ture ratios, among all algorithms CFS-MI selects the mini-
mum number of features, but has comparable or even
higher accuracy and greatly improves the efficiency. With
the increasing of the data dimension, our algorithm signifi-
cantly reduces the time consumption while ensuring the
accuracy. On some datasets with small sample-to-feature
ratios such as Ovarian and Leukemia, their number of fea-
tures is much larger than the number of samples, the accu-
racy of our algorithm decreases slightly. A possible
explanation is that because the probability distributions of
the features that need to be counted for calculating mutual
information cannot comprehensively summarize the state
of features, and CFS-MI using pairwise comparisons typi-
cally selects more causal features than other algorithms.
Among them, some bad impact features on the classification
accuracy may be included in the result of CFS-MI, leading to
accuracy fluctuations. However, for most high-dimensional
datasets, the state-of-the-art algorithms cannot obtain
results due to the exponential computational complexity.

On the Seme dataset, we take the experiment of HITON-
MB as an example. Although the dimension of the Seme
dataset is low, HITON-MB still selects 111 features in the PC
discovery phase. Thus, when HITON-MB identifies whether
a feature is the PC of the target variable, it needs to enumer-
ate all subsets of these 111 features. In the spouses discovery
phase, it is necessary to continue to discover the PC of each
variable in these 111 features, which directly leads to the
inability of HITON-MB to obtain experimental results in a
reasonable time. Moreover, the other comparison algorithms
also need to enumerate conditioning sets the same as
HITON-MB, and quite many selected features lead to an
exponential increase in time consumption. Consequently,
they cannot obtain valid experimental results. Regarding the
Hiva dataset, although its dimension is high, HITON-MB
only selects seven features, which is completely acceptable.
Thus, the comparison algorithms can obtain the results
within a reasonable time range. On the Gisette and Dorothea
datasets that are extremely high-dimensional, existing algo-
rithms cannot obtain valid experimental results as quite
many features are selected. The proposed CFS-MI, no matter
how many features it selects, only consumes the quadratic
time of several features, which is completely acceptable.
Thus, we can achieve the best time consumption on all data-
sets. Similar to the results in BNs, we use ’-’ to represent the
invalid results. On the Lungcancer dataset, CFS-MI is better
than MMMB, HITON-MB, PCMB, IPCMB, STMB, BAMB,
and EEMB onmost datasets using both KNN and SVM.

On the Congress, Krvskp, and Splice datasets with low
dimensions, all algorithms can get experimental results
within a reasonable time range. CFS-MI has the highest
classification accuracy using KNN and SVM and selects the
minimum number of features among all algorithms. The
running time of CFS-MI is also the lowest due to pairwise
comparisons. Meanwhile, on high-dimensional datasets of
Colon, Lymph, and Breastcancer, other algorithms have
selected quite many features, making it difficult to obtain
valid results. However, the number of selected features will
not limit the algorithm. Thus, our algorithm can achieve
effective experimental results on these high-dimensional
datasets. On the Dexter dataset, the prediction accuracy of

TABLE 5
Summary of Real-World Datasets

Dataset Num.Features Num.Samples

Wine 13 178
Congress 16 435
Soy 35 47
Krvskp 36 3186
Splice 60 3175
Seme 256 1593
Hiva 1617 3845
Colon 2000 62
Ovarian 2190 216
Lymph 4062 96
Gisette 5000 6000
Leukemia 7129 72
Lungcancer 12533 181
Breastcancer 17816 286
Dexter 20000 300
Dorothea 100000 800
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CFS-MI is better than other algorithms, except BAMB when
using KNN, with a gap of only 0.1. Furthermore, in addition
to STMB and BAMB, the prediction accuracy of CFS-MI out-
performs that of the other algorithms when using SVM.
Regardless of the datasets, CFS-MI has the lowest time con-
sumption and comparable prediction accuracy. Regarding
tests, the number of the Compactness affects the size of CIT.
For the same number of the Compactness, the mutual infor-
mation calculation performed by CFS-MI is the least.

The same as the results on BN datasets, we still sepa-
rately normalize the logarithms of two metrics. The results
on these 16 real-world datasets are presented in Table 4
from the Appendix, available in the online supplemental
material, Fig. 5, respectively. Therefore, the values corre-
sponding to CFS-MI in Table 4 from the Appendix, avail-
able in the online supplemental material are all 1.00. After
the normalized calculation, the results of other algorithms
are shown in Table 4 from the Appendix, available in the
online supplemental material as well. Regarding KNN
and SVM, we have achieved better results on most data-
sets, only a few values are greater than 1.00, but all are
below 1.10. We have achieved results similar to those of
other algorithms, and as datasets become larger, we can
perform better for high-dimensional data. In terms of time,
the values of all other algorithms after normalization are
greater than 1.00, the minimum is 1.50, and the maximum
is 21915.00, which shows the excellent performance of our
algorithm in time.

As shown in Fig. 5, in nearly 70 experimental results, no
other algorithms are faster than the CFS-MI algorithm, illus-
trating the lower time consumption of CFS-MI in compari-
son with the other approaches. In terms of classification
accuracy, although the results of some algorithms achieved
better results than those of CFS-MI, the error margins
remain within 10% of each other; that is, the accuracy of
CFS-MI is acceptable and comparable. Regarding time effi-
ciency, we can observe that the points that fall in about 10
times are the most numerous, and the highest point even
exceeds 104 times. Many points also fall in places around
102 times, enumerating the conditioning sets caused by con-
ditional independence tests being the key reason. This fur-
ther illustrates the time efficiency of CFS-MI in time. No
points fall in the gray area in both the left and right one of
Fig. 5, indicating that no algorithms can perform better in
terms of both time and accuracy than CFS-MI. Based on a

symmetry check, PCMB requires over 104 times the time
required to obtain the same accuracy as CFS-MI on the
Ovarian dataset.

In summary, on 16 real-world datasets, CFS-MI can
achieve the lowest time consumption and maintain a higher
classification accuracy on KNN and SVM compared to other
algorithms. After testing and comparing it on benchmark
BNs and real-world datasets, we can conclude that CFS-MI
performs well on various datasets owing to its pairwise
comparison of mutual information and is a light algorithm
capable of high-dimensional datasets.

5.3 Analysis of Hyperparameter D for CFS-MI

In this section, we will discuss the influence of hyperpara-
meter d on the experimental performance of CFS-MI. We set
d to gradually increase from 0 to 0.1 on five BN datasets
with data sizes of 500 and 1000. The influence of different d
values of CFS-MI on F1, Recall, and Precision (for the spe-
cific meaning, please refer to the accuracy metrics of Sec-
tion 5.1) is recorded and shown in Fig. 6.

In Figs. 6a and 6d, we can observe that when the value of
d is close to 0, the value of F1 is lower. As the value of d
increases, F1 gradually increases and becomes more stable.
In this regard, our explanation is that with the increase of
value of d within [0, 0.04], the false positive variables are
removed, and the Precision of CFS-MI increases rapidly,
leading to the CFS-MI being sensitive to the value of d, as
shown in Figs. 6b and 6e. When the value of d is within
[0.04, 0.08], the value of F1 stabilizes as the value of Preci-
sion stabilizes. Figs. 6c and 6f also illustrate that the value of
d has little effect on the truly correct output of CFS-MI in
this interval. Given that the target variable is much more
closely related to its MB variables than the other non-MB
variables, even if the value of d becomes larger, they are not
easily removed. Thus, CFS-MI is insensitive to the value of d
within [0.04, 0.08]. Only when the value of d increases to
greater than 0.08 some true positive variables will be
removed to reduce the Recall of CFS-MI. As shown in
Figs. 6c and 6f, the value of Recall of CFS-MI reducing leads
to the fact that CFS-MI is again sensitive to the value of d
within [0.08, 0.1]. In summary, CFS-MI is insensitive to the
value of d within the range of [0.04, 0.08], and the perfor-
mance of our algorithm tends to be stable. Within this inter-
val, the value of F1 on each dataset almost reaches the

Fig. 5. Normalized runtime versus normalized KNN (left) and SVM (right) on 16 real-world datasets.
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highest value when that of d equals 0.05. Thus, we choose
0.05 as the value of d in the experiments.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the unique mutual information
relationships between the class variable and its causal fea-
tures that vary from others. Then, we proposed a light causal
feature selection algorithm, CFS-MI, that uses pairwise com-
parisons of mutual information to reduce computational
complexity from exponential to quadratic. Finally, extensive
experiments on 5 benchmark BNs and 16 real-world datasets
validated that CFS-MI has the lowest time consumption and
high accuracy within error and is capable of high-dimen-
sional data. However, the mutual information calculation
that is used in CFS-MI can only handle discrete values, and
continuous values need to be discretized in advance. In this
process, the discretization method will also affect the perfor-
mance of the algorithm. Thus, future research could focus on
how to directly applying the mutual information calculation
to continuous data and furthermixed data.
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